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Nature is continually enticing us to invest time in her embrace, through the calling of birds, the
babbling of brooks and streams, the fragrant smell of the blooms and the whispers of the trees
as the wind blows through their branches.Through this vibrant deck, featuring the exquisite
artwork of Josephine Wall, nature beckons you to experience a world of profound beauty and
timeless wisdom.Set includes 50 cards and 72-page illustrated guidebook.Re-ignite your
connection to the great spirit of NATURE and tap into the profound peace, therapeutic and
guidance she presents us-if we just take the time to listen.
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) They're very accurate & No words concerning how beautiful these are. The "guidebook",
however, is darn awful. It includes a few short sentences that have no talk about of what is
actually going on in the card. The booklet may as well go along with a box of blank cards with
nothing but a title in it. I am an experienced card reader and would still get them for the cards
and just do my own interpretations based on the images. The pictures themselves are rich with
symbolism. When you can extract meaning from imagery and symbolism well, then yes, get
these cards and simply throw out the booklet, because reading it at all severely devalues the
message. These are quite possibly the most amazing cards I have ever seen. Too poor they
cannot write an excellent companion book by somebody that actually viewed the cards initial,
because with it the potential in these will be amazing! The cards themselves are amazing.
Complete Group of 50 beautiful cards, packed with meaning as is Ms Wall's works, in like new
condition. EASILY could, I'd put these pics all over my house and room.. I can't even. I'm very,
happy with my purchase. When I noticed the 1st card, I quite actually gasped, & A genuine
disappointment and a miscommunication between artist and author. The paintings are magical
and much could be gotten just from them. To anyone who's looking for insight, a character lover
and loves eyesight and searching beyond, these cards are for you, your spirit and your journey to
development and betterment. I just can't even begin to explain just how gorgeous these cards
are. The energy of this deck is indeed beautiful, helpful, curing, and amazing. found
these.Dispose of the booklet, but buy the cards The artwork because of this deck is completely
amazing. have given me plenty of encouragement in this era of great transformation in my
life.The only real downside to these cards is they are bigger than playing cards. I can just hardly
shuffle this deck easily stretch my hand to do it. If indeed they produced these in a regular-sized
deck, I'd snap that up aswell. These cards are gorgeous, have such an air of relaxed about them,
and had been delivered very quickly. These cards are gorgeous, have this air of calm on the
subject of them I have been waiting a few months right now for these to be released in the
U.S.These cards are perfection. The pictures are spectacular, and the text messages are equally
beautiful. So happy I followed my first mind Before purchasing these cards. Better than I had
hoped. It's my absolute favorite deck!! Nature's Whispers is a lovely, exquisite deck to utilize.
Simple however effective descriptions on the cards. I really like these cards.What drew me to
this deck was the fine detail and activity within each cards. I also choose cards that display a
reference for the real meaning of the card, which makes my readings much easier. The extent of
shades within each cards are still left for interpretation themselves (in case you are into reading
colors).Many folks are drawn to nature and may relate on a personal level. this deck is quite
enticing to utilize as it helps one to embrace character and every one of the nurturing it could do
for all of us. I loved the purpose of the cards, that was stated as a way of re-aligning ourselves
with the messages we receive from character. Just a little bigger than common cards but
nonetheless perfect to utilize. With seeing the evaluations along with the artwork on the cards,
they not merely spoke to me but with where I am in my own journey nature is becoming apart of
me for it enables you to more aware. So with wanting more consciousness, I took a possibility
and OMG! Definitely love these cards! My 1st reading as a newbie made me understand clearly
from reading, pictures and even indicating. and the artwork is usually lively and complex which
aids in personal meanings and interpretations and can help you tap into unseen healing and
guidance. Now, I'd like the love cards. These are the initial tarot cards I've possessed (I'm
learning tarot), & A purchase that's worth it. Beautiful artwork!!! I love them. They're like artwork
for the palms of the hands! Beautifully designed. I relied on the evaluations to guide me into
what to purchase, let alone for the first time in attempting to embrace tarot cards. It's cards

meanings are basic and appear on the actual cards; Just enough to spell it out the card without
removing from the wonder of it. Beautiful and exquisite deck that flows together with your
energies! Love it! My favorite deck This is my absolute favorite deck ever.. (I had looked at
traditional cards decks but none of them spoke to me, therefore i broadened my search & I tend
to gravitate toward these more than any various other deck I've. You will literally experience
breathless as you look at these pictures. I look forward to more by these performers. I hope they
do more shortly! Definitely pleased with my purchase! These cards. I shall treasure and enjoy.
Box shows unimportant indicators of ware. I shall treasure these cards for years. Amazing art My
clients absolutely love this deck and so do I, cherished it so much I’ve also recently purchased
“Whispers of love” great illustrations it is possible to read one cards for an hour with all the
amazing artwork and colors. The booklet is pretty much useless-bland, generic sentences that do
not information, uplift or enlighten. I held gasping as I experienced each card. Take A Deeper
Consider the Artwork Love the artwork! Absolutely gorgeous Unquestionably gorgeous cards
that resonate with me. A Missed Opportunity The artwork is beautiful but bears little to no
relationship to the booklet explaining each card. Five Stars Beautiful cards Beautiful designs on
every and have really linked to them Much bigger cards than I expected. Beautiful designs on
each and also have really linked to them. Five Stars Beautiful cards and messages..
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